We investigate the dynamics of entanglement, uncertainty and mixedness by solving time dependent Schrödinger equation for two-dimensional harmonic oscillator with time dependent frequency and coupling parameter subject to a static magnetic field. We compute the purities (global/marginal) and then calculate explicitly the linear entropy S L as well as logarithmic negativity N using the symplectic parametrization of vacuum state. We introduce the spectral decomposition to diagonalize the marginal state and get the expression of von Neumann entropy S von and establish its link with S L . We use the Wigner formalism to derive the Heisenberg uncertainties and show that they depend on S L together with the coupling parameters γ i (i = 1, 2) of the quadrature x i p i , which appears in the phase of Wigner distribution. We graphically study the dynamics of the three features (entanglement, uncertainty, mixedness) and present the similar topology with respect to time. We show the effects of the magnetic field and quenched values of J(t) and ω 2 (t) on these three dynamics, which lead eventually to control and handle them.
Introduction
The entanglement, uncertainty and mixedness are three fundamental and remarkably features of the quantum information. Indeed firstly, the entanglement is the most amazing property of quantum mechanics, which expresses the "spooky" non-locality action [1] between quantum states but it still a physical reality [2] . With the entanglement one can describe a large type of physical phenomena and related issues [3] . The von Neumann entropy [1] of the reduced states or generally the Rényi entropies [4, 5] can be used as suitable quantifiers of entanglement amount for pure bipartite states (i.e H = H A ⊗H B ). However, for mixed states the quantification of non-local correlations stills an open problem [1, 6] . This is due to the fact that there exist infinitely many pure state decomposition, which complicate such quantification. Secondly, the uncertainty lies at the core of quantum physics and presents a key of the discrepancies between classical and quantum systems [7] . It can be understood mathematically as two observables, which are conjugate (i.e. connected by the Fourrier transform) and the trade-off between their spreads can not be zero. In the early twentieth century, Heisenberg proposed in a seminal paper [8] showing the variance-based uncertainty for position and momentum ∆x∆p ≥ 2 . This has been extended to generalized uncertainties, one of them is the Roberston- 1 2 , with A and B are two arbitrary observables, while the average is with respect to the quantum state |Ψ encoding those fluctuations [9] . Recently more general uncertainties based on entropy were introduced to be used as entanglement witnesses [10, 8] . Thirdly, the mixedness is the loss of information caused by the preparation of states. Consequently, the mixed state can be written as a convex linear combination of pure states |Ψ = n i=1 p i |φ i with the conservation n i=1 p i = 1. It is worthwhile noting that (p i ) i=1···n are classical probabilistic distributions, which is the point that distinguish the mixedness and superposition principle where p i are quantum probabilities. We mention that different studies showed that the three previous fundamental features are related [4, 11, 12] .
The study of problems addressing to the coupled harmonic oscillators with time dependent frequencies has of paramount importance in different scientific branches. This is due to its intrinsic mathematical interest and its power to model the behaviour of systems in the vicinity of their equilibrium. Their time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) was solved exactly using different methods [13, 14, 15, 16] . The solutions of TDSE were widely used to investigate the dynamics of entanglement [4, 3] and uncertainty [4] for bipartite systems. Many authors dealt with Gaussian solutions (i.e. Wigner distributions are Gaussian) because these states (e.g. vacuum [4, 3] , thermal [5] , squeezed [11] , coherent · · · ) have been considered as prototypical continuum variables, which is natural because they can be created and assisted via linear optics. Recently, it was shown that the entanglement can be assisted via temperature [5] , magnetic field [17] and both in [18] , but most of them dealt with time independent potential.
We study the magnetic field effect on the dynamics of entanglement for two-dimensional harmonic oscillator with time-dependent frequency and coupling parameter subject to a static magnetic field. We embark on the vacuum state and determine the purity function, which allows us to quantify the entanglement together with the degree of mixedness and quantum fluctuations. We show that the magnetic field purifies the marginal states in decreasing the amount of quantum fluctuations and small values of the quenched frequencies increase them. In addition, using the Wigner function we derive the uncertainty relations in terms of the linear entropy telling us that its lower bound depends on magnetic field and time. This is important feature to preserve the invariance of uncertainty relations with respect to phase space transformations during the action of magnetic field and dynamics.
The present paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we reduce the Hamiltonian into a diagonalized form using some transformations. In section 3, we resolve TDSE associated and cast the eigen-spectrum of the time-dependent harmonic oscillator expressed with respect to original phase space coordinates. In section 4, we compute the global and marginal purities, which allow us to discuss the mixedness via linear entropy S L . Then we obtain the decomposition of the marginal state ρ A (0,0) , which leads to compute the von Neumann entropy S von . In section 5, we study the dynamics of entanglement via logarithmic negativity N and discuss its relationship to S L . In section 6, we calculate the fluctuations encoded in the vacuum state using the Heisenberg uncertainty and discuss some limiting cases. In section 7, we involve a realistic quenched model to follow the dynamics and study the effects of magnetic field, quenched coupling J f and frequency ω 2,f on the dynamics of entanglement, uncertainty and mixedness. In section 8, we summarize our results.
Diagonalized Hamiltonian
We consider a physical system of two-dimensional harmonic oscillator with time-dependent frequency and coupling parameter in the presence of a static magnetic field. This system is described by the Hamiltonian
such that the conjugate momenta can be written, in the symmetric gauge, as
where the angular frequencies ω i (t) and coupling J(t) > 0 are two arbitrarily parameters time dependent, with i = 1, 2. We substitute (2) into H 0 to obtain
and we have set new frequencies Ω 2 i (t) = ω 2 i (t)+ω 2 c with ω c = eB 2c the cyclotron frequency. It is clearly seen that our system becomes now two coupled harmonic oscillators added to the angular momentum operator L z .
To get rid of the operator L z , we introduce a quantum canonical transformation from (x 1 , x 2 , p 1 , p 2 ) to new variables (y 1 , y 2 , P 1 , P 2 ) [19] . This is
with the relations
where the hermitian generating function is given bŷ
and its derivative with respect to time reads
According to [20] , the above quantum function can be used to express the Hamiltonian into the new coordinate representation as
Imposing the conditionφ (t) = ω c we obtain linear equation φ (t) = ω c t + θ with θ = const and then H 2 becomes
where we have set the quantities
One can show the relations
is the sign function. To get the diagonalized form of H 2 , we omit ∼ y 1 y 2 term by requiring σ 3 (t) = 0. Consequently, we get
and the Hamiltonian becomes diagonal
which will be solved to determine the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions using some techniques involving time dependent frequencies.
Exact wavefunctions
Time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) for any single harmonic oscillator described by time dependent frequency is written as
which can be exactly solved [15] using theory of invariants [13, 14] or transformation group techniques [16] . The solutions are
such that the eigenstates Φ n and eigenvalues E n are given by
where H n ( ) are Hermite polynomials,
The function h 1 (t) satisfies the Ermakov equationḧ
with two initial conditions h 1 (0) = 1,ḣ 1 (0) = 0. Therefore, the wavefunctions associated to the Hamiltonian (17) are
In terms of the original coordinates we have
The corresponding vacuum state can be written in compact form as
where have defined three time dependent parameters
showing the identity (A 1 ) (A 2 ) − 2 (A 12 ) =σ 1σ2 and (ξ) denotes the real part of ξ ∈ C. Next, we will see how to use the above results to discuss different issues related to the quantification of information.
Mixedness and entanglement
To discuss entanglement and mixedness of the vacuum state, we first introduce density matrix, which is nothing but the product
and the global state is pure
For the reduced states (ρ A (0,0) , ρ B (0,0) ), we consider one accessible of the two harmonic oscillators says A and the other remains inaccessible. Then the reduced density matrix associated to A is
where we have defined
showing the relation
. On the other hand, to shed light on the degree of mixedness in our system one can compute the linear entropy
such that the trace is given by
It is clear we have Tr ρ A 0,0 2 = Tr ρ B 0,0 2 telling us that the global state is symmetric [11] . Note that by requiring the limit ω c −→ 0 we recover the result obtained in [4] . Thus, we conclude that the state ρ is totally mixed (S L = 1) if one of the frequencies vanishes, while it is a pure state (S L = 0) if A 12 = 0, which is equivalent to the isotropic oscillators σ 1 ,ḣ 1 h 1 = σ 2 ,ḣ 2 h 2 and the angle φ = kπ, π 2 + kπ with k ∈ Z. As outlined before our purpose here is to measure the von Neumann entropy S von of entanglement and before doing we compute the spectrum Sp ρ A 0,0 = {p n , n ∈ N} ⊂ [0, 1] of ρ A 0,0 , which is solution of the spectral equation
and the computation gives the normalized eigenfunctions as well as eigenvalues [3, 4, 21] 
giving rise to algebraic decomposition D 1,2 = α 1 +α 3 ∓iα 2 . Using the spectral decomposition theorem, one can easily show
. As far as the probability distribution P = (p i ) i=0,1··· is concerned, we propose to compute S von and therefore quantify the entanglement. The analytic expression of S von for a bipartite state was shown originally in [22] S
For the limiting case where the frequencies are time-independent then we have h i (t) = 1 andḣ i (t) = 0.
At this stage we have some comments in order. Indeed, if now the system oscillates in isotropic regime, i.e. σ 1 (0, B) −→ σ 2 (0, B), then γ −→ 0 + and eventually S von −→ 0, which means that the two vacuum states are not entangled. It is clearly seen that if one of the frequencies approaches 0, γ −→ 1 − then S von −→ +∞. To generalize this issue one can notice that in isotropic regime the Ermakov solutions h i are equal and then we obtain α 3 −→ 0 giving rise to S von −→ 0 and then the oscillators are separable. It is interesting to investigate the crucial role can be played by ω c (magnetic field) on the dynamics of entanglement. In fact, for ω c −→ 0 and θ −→ kπ, k ∈ Z we obtain γ −→ 0 and then the subsystems are not entangled, which is obvious because they are decoupled (i.e. J −→ 0) see (15) . The dynamics of entanglement can be analyzed directly from the mixedness, because after a simple calculation we find
Thus for a linear entropy S L −→ 1, the state is maximally mixed then S von −→ +∞, while for S L −→ 0 we get S von −→ 0. These limiting cases show that S von increases as the mixedness amount increases.
Logarithmic negativity
Recall that the logarithmic negativity N is a convenient measure of continuum variables (CV) of entanglement [23, 24] . We notice that our time dependent ground states (TDGS) are the prototypical quantum states and their covariant matrix (CM) V is given by [25] 
, and i, j = 1, 2. Using our results and making symplectic transformation, we show that CM takes the standard form
where α(t, B) is time and magnetic field dependent
The logarithmic negativity is defined by [11] 
and˜ − is the symplectic eigenvalue ofṼ sf (the partial transpose of V sf ). After a simple calculation one can show that N can be written in terms of the linear entropy S L and eventually make the relation between the loss of information encoded in S L and the amount of quantum correlations encoded in N . Thus, we have
Note that for S L −→ 1, the state is maximally mixed then N −→ +∞, while for S L −→ 0 we get N −→ 0. Thus, we conclude that the two quantities N and S von present the same asymptotic behaviour with respect to S L .
Quantum fluctuations
To we study the quantum fluctuations for our system using the Wigner formalism, in which the Wigner distribution W 0,0 (x 1 , x 2 : p 1 , p 2 : t) associated to vacuum state is
and the involved quantities are
Tracing out the distribution (56), we end up with the Wigner function
and we have
From this result we conclude that the vacuum state ρ A 0,0 is TDGS because the Wigner function is Gaussian. Now the average of an observable B(x 1 , p 1 ) can be measured in phase space through W 0,0 (x 1 , p 1 : t), such as B := dx 1 dp 1 B(x 1 , p 1 ) W 0,0 (x 1 , p 1 : t)
which can be used together with the identities, (J, a)
to obtain the average values
showing the uncertainty relations
where γ i ≡ γ i (t, B) are given in (62-63) and i = 1, 2. These relations offer the possibilities to open some discussions and derive conclusions. Indeed, we notice that the term 1 2 (1+γ 2 i ) 1 2 is the lower bound with respect to Schrödinger Roberston uncertainty. Now if the marginal state is pure then S L = 0 and γ 1 = γ 2 , therefore the uncertainty saturates the lower bound 1 2 1 +
. Moreover, if the oscillations are time independent then the minimality is obtained. In this case S von and N vanish meaning that our states are separable, from which we notice that the fluctuations encode quantum correlations between states. When S L −→ 1, the fluctuations take an infinite values as well as S von and N become infinite. These cases show in a compact way that the three quantities (S L , S von , N ) are connected, which is an important feature.
Results and discussions
To numerically study the the magnetic field effect on the dynamics of entanglement, mixedness and uncertainty we use a realistic quenched model [3, 4] , in which the frequencies and coupling parameter are quenched as
where y = i, f , j = 1, 2 and frequencies σ y,j are given by
such that ω y,j are the quenched values of ω j
Consequently, the solutions of the Ermakov equations now take the forms
.
(83)
In the next, we inspect the obtained results to present different plots showing the behaviour of three quantities under various choices of the physical parameters. This will help to understand the magnetic field effect on the dynamics of our system.
Dynamics of mixedness S L
Remember that the physical meaning of mixedness is the lack of information about the preparation of the state [11] . For our Gaussian bipartite vacuum state we have shown that it is symmetric because ρ A (0,0) = ρ B (0,0) , which leads to study the dynamics of mixedness of one of the both marginal states, for example ρ A (0,0) . We use the linear entropy S L as a quantifier of this amount of information or generally one can use also the Bastiaans-Tsallis entropies S A BT = 1−Tr(ρ ν ) ν−1 [26] and it is worthy to note that S L = S A BT (ν = 2). To show the magnetic field effect ω c = eB 2c on the dynamics of mixedness we plot in Figure 1 S L versus time under the quench (ω i,1 = 1, ω i,2 = 1.5, j i = 1.1) −→ (ω f,1 = 1.3, ω f,2 = 1.8, J f = 0.9). One can see that when ω c = 0 (B = 0) the amount of mixedness exhibits a bi-sinusoidal behaviour in the time scale [0, 30]. While for ω c = 0, we observe that those oscillations undergo an amplitude frequency modulation, which decreases and then the amount of mixing decreases. Indeed, a large ω c yields to the oscillations in isotropic regime then we have A 12 −→ 0 and S L −→ 0, see Eq. (36). The small bi-oscillations are due to solutions h i of the Ermakov equations and their time derivativesḣ i , i = 1, 2. The increasing in multi-frequencies is due to the phase ∼ ω c t in the both h i andḣ i . We conclude that magnetic field purifies our TDGS and the mixedness of marginal states can be driven by a magnetic field.
The quenched value of the coupling parameter J f plays an interesting role in the dynamics of mixedness. In Figure 2 we show that when ω c = 0.2, J i = 1.1 and (ω i,1 = 1, ω i,2 = 1.5) −→ (ω f,1 = 1.3, ω f,2 = 1.8) the marginal states will be more mixed as the coupling parameter increases. For J f ≤ 0.5 the correlations between two subsystems are very weak and the mixedness presents a tiny sinusoidal oscillations behaviour, which is due to the fact that a weak coupling J −→ 0 yields to φ −→ 0 and eventually S L −→ 0. Increasing J f , the dynamics of S L periodic oscillations exhibits an increasing of amplitude and decreasing of frequency. For a large coupling these oscillations take an exponential dynamics, which is due to the nonphysical oscillations of the first oscillator (i.e. σ 1 ∈ C), then trigonometric functions (cos, sin) in h 1 transform as (cosh, sinh). But it is important to notice that this effect can be removed with a suitable choice of ω c that allow us to construct exponential solutions of Ermakov equations [27] in order to follow the dynamics of time dependent harmonic oscillators. In Figure 3 we present the effect of quenched coupling frequency ω f,2 on the dynamics of mixedness. We observe that the mixedness undergoes an amplitude frequency modulation, decreases as the quenched frequency increases and eventually the oscillations disappear while the dynamics becomes exponential. Finally, it appears that the magnetic field plays an important role in purification of marginal states and gives rise to physical oscillations with high correlations. We observe that large coupling yields quickly to maximally mixed states and the small values of the quenched frequencies lead to maximally marginal mixed states. 
Dynamics of phase space fluctuations
To graphically study the dynamics of uncertainty, we plot the variation of U 1 = (2∆x 1 ∆x 2 ) 2 versus time under suitable conditions. Firstly, we investigate the magnetic field effect on such dynamics in Figure 4 by taking a fix quench (ω i,1 = 1, ω i,2 = 1.5,
and different values of ω c = 0, 0.3, 0.8, 1.5. For ω c = 0 the dynamics of uncertainty presents a multioscillatory behaviour, which is due to solutions of the Ermakov equations and their derivatives. Increasing ω c undergoes the dynamics to oscillate in the vicinity of minimality. We conclude from our analysis that uncertainty can be assisted via a static magnetic field and eventually handle the quantum fluctuations. Secondly, we show the impact of the quenched coupling parameter J f on the dynamics of uncertainty U 1 = (2∆x 1 ∆p 1 ) 2 in Figure 5 . It is clearly seen that for small values of the coupling, the dynamics of uncertainty exhibits a periodic behaviour. However, for a large coupling such dynamics exhibits a bi-sinusoidal behaviour with a large amplitude and small frequency. From the critical value J f = 2.4 the oscillations disappear and the behaviour become exponential, which is natural because as we have seen previously for mixedness, J f = 2.4 yields to S L −→ 1 and from Eq. (76) the first term goes to infinity, i.e.
1
(1−S L ) 2 −→ +∞. Note that, the lower bound of uncertainty 1 2 (1 + γ 2 1 (t, ω c )) 1 2 strongly depends on the magnetic field and time, which is very important to preserve the invariance of uncertainty with respect to phase space transformations during the action of the magnetic field and dynamics. Such lower bound is the same as that obtained using the Schrödinger-Roberston uncertainty [7] . Thirdly, we show the effects of quenched frequency ω f,2 on the dynamics of uncertainty U 1 = (2∆x 1 ∆p 1 ) 2 in Figure 6 for different quenches (ω i,1 = 1, ω i,2 = 1.5, J i = 1.1) −→ (ω f,1 = 0.4, ω f,2 = 2.3, 2.5, 3, 4, J f = 0.9). We observe that for ω f,2 = 0.5, 2, the uncertainty presents a large uncertainty with exponential behaviour, which is trivial because the dynamics drives S L to 1 then U 1 −→ +∞. It is interesting to notice that a large ω f,2 yields to the pure marginals and the lower bound will be saturated. We conclude that the fluctuations depend on the magnetic field, coupling parameter and quenched frequencies. When the mixedness is minimal, the uncertainty is also because a tiny mixedness means that the lack of information is very small then the fluctuations are minimal. 
Dynamics of entanglement via S von and N
Our global state is pure and Gaussian, thus to study the dynamics of entanglement we use two quantifiers. First one is the von Neumann Entropy or generally the Rényi Entropies S ν R (ρ A (0,0) ) = 1 1−ν ln Tr ρ A (0,0) ν , where S von = lim ν→1 S ν R [4, 11] , and second is the logarithmic negativity N [1, 11] . The later quantifier presents a lot of simplifications because its measure does not involve the resolution of spectral equations Eq. (37) and address only to the marginal purities and some symplectic parameters of CM. Moreover, in our case TDGE is symmetric then N will be expressed only in term of marginal purity Tr ρ A (0,0) 2 . To graphically show the dynamics of the amount of entanglement encoded in the reduced states ρ A (0,0) , ρ B (0,0) we plot both quantities S von and N versus time.
Firstly, we investigate the effects produced by a magnetic field in Figure 7 by taking fix quenches (ω i,1 = 1, ω i,2 = 1.5, J i = 1.1) −→ (ω f,1 = 1.3, ω f,2 = 1.8, J f = 0.9) and different values of ω c = 0, 0.3, 0.8, 1.5, 3. For ω c = 0, S von and N exhibit a similar topological behaviour (the same variations). For ω c = 0.3, 0.8, 1.5, 1.3, the magnetic field creates an important decreasing on the amplitude of S von and N . Thus the entanglement can be remoted by the magnetic field and ω c affects violently the frequency of both oscillations, which is natural because of the phase ∼ ω c t presented in solutions of the Ermakov equations. This tell us the magnetic field can be used to control the information delivered by S von and N . Secondly, we explore the impact of the quenched coupling J f on the dynamics of entanglement in Figure 8 . Note that, if J = 0 then φ = 0 and S von = N = 0 showing that the coupling J f witnesses the existence of entanglement. Now increasing J f to 0.5 and 0.9, the entanglement dynamics undergoes an amplitude frequency modulation: the amount of entanglement becomes more important and exhibits a bi-sinusoidal behaviour, which due to solutions of the Ermakov equations. We observe that a large coupling J f yields to the nonphysical oscillations (negativity of the square of frequency) σ 1 ∈ C, which leads to S L → +∞ then N , S von −→ +∞.
Thirdly, we show the variations of S von and N versus time with respect to quenched frequency ω f,2 (without loss of generality) in Figure 9 . The dynamics shows that if we increase ω f,2 the amount of entanglement decreases because if ω f,2 increases then the difference |ω 2 f,1 − ω 2 f,2 | becomes large implying that the separability is reached. Moreover, two entangled microscillators should have the same mechanical features. It is interesting to notice that the three dynamics are linked and present the same topological behaviour with respect to ω c , J f , ω f,2 and similar dynamics. 
Conclusion
We have considered time dependent harmonic oscillator subject to a static magnetic field and studied the dynamics of entanglement, mixedness and logarithmic negativity. Firstly, we have used the rotation SO(2) in the phase plane (x, p) to diagonalize the Hamiltonian. We have derived the solutions Ψ n,m of TDSE of our system and focused only on the vacuum state Ψ 0,0 by showing that it is TDGS, symmetric and pure state. This was used to show that the von Neumann entropy S von and logarithmic negativity N are legitimate quantifiers of entanglement. Furthermore, we have computed the common marginal purity and further the linear entropy S L to quantify the degree of mixedness. In addition, we have employed the Heisenberg uncertainty to study the dynamics of uncertainties and eventually demonstrated explicit relations between the entanglement, mixedness and uncertainty, which allowed us to use the purity or mixedness as suitable candidates of the required quantifiers.
Subsequently, we have studied the dynamics of the entanglement, mixedness and uncertainty using the quenched model [3, 4] in order to derive the solutions h i of the Ermakov equations and their time derivativesḣ i , i = 1, 2. We have shown that the magnetic field purifies the marginal states thus decreasing the amount of quantum correlations, a feature that can be used to control and handle these prototypical states. We have demonstrated also that the three quantities (entanglement, mixedness, logarithmic negativity) present the same behaviour with respect to the magnetic field, which leads to construct a meaningful quantifier mixedness-based. We have shown also that the uncertainty approaches to saturate that is lower bound in the vicinity of separable states N , S von → 0, an issue used to detect experimentally the entangled states.
